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Here you can find the menu of Arcuri in Washington, D.C.. At the moment, there are 16 courses and drinks on
the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Arcuri:

Had an early weekday dinner at Arcuri--we were the only customers! I guess it's more of a weekend/bar kind of
place. But the food was good and our waitress was very attentive and helpful. We had the arancini, beet salad,

and the funghi pizza. The pizza and arancini were good but not outstanding; I was most impressed by the beets,
which had an unusual yogurt dressing with a bit of spice to it. Definitely worth a visit... read more. What User

doesn't like about Arcuri:
My husband and I eat at Arcuri probably once a month/every six-weeks or so. The pizza and pasta is all quite

good and they have a great beer selection. The staff is also great, and they often have good specials for
food/beer. We don't have kids yet, but there are often families in there and it is very kid-friendly read more.

During meals, a refreshing drink is essential. In this gastropub, you will find not only flavorful menus, but also a
large and comprehensive assortment of good beers and other alcoholic drinks that compliment the food, Don't
miss the chance to eat the delicious pizza, prepared straight out from the oven in an original way. Additionally,

you're in for typical Italian cuisine inclusive of delicious classics like pizza and pasta, At the bar, you can unwind
with a cool beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Littl� thing�
ARANCINI

Zupp� � Insalat�
BEET SALAD

Restauran� Categor�
BAR

Appet�er�
CREMA DI POMODORO

YOGURT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

PIZZA

PASTA

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
TOMATE

MUSHROOMS

EGGS

BROCCOLI

BRUSSEL SPROUTS
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